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time.
It will not waste your time. acknowledge me, the e-book will enormously ventilate you additional thing to read. Just invest little get
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67B - WEBER MCCARTHY
Following the Arab Spring, Syria descended into civil and sectarian conﬂict. It has
since become a fractured warzone which
operates as a breeding ground for new terrorist movements including ISIS as well as
the root cause of the greatest refugee crisis in modern history. In this important
book, former Special Envoy of the Netherlands to Syria, Nikolaos van Dam, explains
the recent history of Syria, covering the
growing disenchantment with the Asad
regime, the chaos of civil war and the fractures which led to an immense amount of
destruction in the reﬁned social fabric of
what used to be the Syrian nation.
Through an in-depth examination, van

Dam traces political developments within
the Asad regime and the various opposition groups from the Arab Spring to the
present day, and provides a deeper insight
into the conﬂict and the possibilities and
obstacles for reaching a political solution.
The deﬁnitive account of how regime
change in the Middle East has proven so
tempting to American policymakers for decades—and why it always seems to go
wrong. "Must reading—by someone who
saw it ﬁrst-hand—for all interested in America’s foreign policy and its place in the
world.” —Robin Wright Since the end of
World War II, the United States has set out
to oust governments in the Middle East on
an average of once per decade—in places
as diverse as Iran, Iraq, Afghanistan

(twice), Egypt, Libya, and Syria. The reasons for these interventions have also
been extremely diverse, and the methods
by which the United States pursued
regime change have likewise been highly
varied, ranging from diplomatic pressure
alone to outright military invasion and occupation. What is common to all the operations, however, is that they failed to
achieve their ultimate goals, produced a
range of unintended and even catastrophic consequences, carried heavy ﬁnancial
and human costs, and in many cases left
the countries in question worse oﬀ than
they were before. Philip H. Gordon's Losing
the Long Game is a thorough and riveting
look at the U.S. experience with regime
change over the past seventy years, and
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an insider’s view on U.S. policymaking in
the region at the highest levels. It is the
story of repeated U.S. interventions in the
region that always started out with high
hopes and often the best of intentions, but
never turned out well. No future discussion
of U.S. policy in the Middle East will be
complete without taking into account the
lessons of the past, especially at a time of
intense domestic polarization and reckoning with America's standing in world.
Five years into the ongoing and tragic
conﬂict, the paper analyzes how Syria’s
economy and its people have been aﬀected and outlines the challenges in rebuilding the economy. With extreme limitations
on information, the ﬁndings of the paper
are subject to an extraordinary degree of
uncertainty. The key messages are: (1)
that the devastating civil war has set the
country back decades in terms of economic, social and human development. Syria’s
GDP today is less than half of what it was
before the war started and it could take
two decades or more for Syria to return to
its pre-conﬂict GDP levels; and that (2)
while reconstructing damaged physical infrastructure will be a monumental task, rebuilding Syria’s human and social capital
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will be an even greater and lasting challenge.
The ongoing conﬂict between Israel and
the Lebanese militant group Hezbollah is
now in its fourth decade and shows no
signs of ending. Raphael D. Marcus examines this conﬂict since the formation of
Hezbollah during Israel’s occupation of Lebanon in the early 1980s. He critically evaluates events including Israel’s long counterguerrilla campaign throughout the
1990s, the Israeli withdrawal in 2000, the
2006 summer war, and concludes with an
assessment of current tensions on the border between Israel and Lebanon related to
the Syrian civil war. Israel’s Long War with
Hezbollah is both the ﬁrst complete military history of this decades-long conﬂict
and an analysis of military innovation and
adaptation. The book is based on unique
ﬁeldwork in Israel and Lebanon, extensive
research into Hebrew and Arabic primary
sources, and dozens of interviews Marcus
conducted with Israeli defense oﬃcials,
high-ranking military oﬃcers of the Israel
Defense Forces (IDF), United Nations personnel, a Hezbollah oﬃcial, and Western diplomats. As an expert on organizational
learning, Marcus analyzes ongoing process-
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es of strategic and operational innovation
and adaptation by both the IDF and Hezbollah throughout the long guerrilla conﬂict.
His conclusions illuminate the dynamics of
the ongoing conﬂict and illustrate the complexity of military adaptation under ﬁre.
With Hezbollah playing an ongoing role in
the civil war in Syria and the simmering
hostilities on the Israel-Lebanon border,
students, scholars, diplomats, and military
practitioners with an interest in Middle
Eastern security issues, Israeli military history, and military innovation and adaptation can ill aﬀord to neglect this book.
This extended essay investigates the
meaning of imperialism in Syria, providing
a valuable addition to the ongoing debate
on the Syrian crisis through the lens of imperialism, modern warfare, and
geopolitics. It oﬀers a detailed analysis of
how the Syrian war has been the product
of imperialist ambitions. The author begins
by situating the Syrian conﬂict in the regional historical continuum, positing that the
modern imperialist war visited upon Syria
is both a production domain intrinsic to
capital, and an application of the law of value assuming a highly destructive form.
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Such processes, particularly the measure
of war as a component of accumulation by
waste and militarism, are peculiar to the
imperialism of the United States, which
the author argues is the sole imperialist
power at play in Syria, and globally. With
so many international forces vying with
one another in this country, and some
prominent Western scholars equally ascribing imperialism to the US, Russia and China, deﬁning “who the imperialist is” can
help to clear some of the fog in the war of
positions, as a misplaced or ideologically
motivated assessment can provide the
wrong party with a justiﬁcation for prolonging the war. This book will be of interest to
academics in the social sciences and Middle Eastern studies, but will also appeal to
all readers with an interest in patterns of
global development, postcolonialism and
neoliberal imperialism.
Quicksilver War is a panoramic political history of the wars that coursed through
Syria and Iraq in the wake of the 'Arab
Spring' and eventually merged to become
a regional catastrophe: a kaleidoscopic
and constantly shifting conﬂict involving
many diﬀerent parties and phases. William
Harris distils the highly complex dynamics
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behind the conﬂict, starting with the brutalizing Baathist regimes in Damascus and
Baghdad. He charts the malignant consequences of incompetent US occupation of
Iraq and Bashar al-Assad's self-righteous
mismanagement of Syria, through the implosion of Syria, and the emergence of
eastern and western theatres of war focused respectively on future control of
Syria and the challenge of ISIS. Beyond
the immediate arena of conﬂict, geopolitical riptides have also been set in motion,
including Turkey's embroilment in the war
and the shifting circumstances of the
Kurds. This sweeping history addresses urgent questions for our time. Will the world
rubber-stamp and bankroll the Russian-led
'solution' in Syria, backed by Turkey and
Iran? Is the 'Quicksilver War' about to
reach an explosive ﬁnale? Or will ongoing
political maneuvering mutate into years of
further violence?
The people of the Mashreq have seen
more than their share of deaths, economic
losses, and instability over the past decade. As the decade-long conﬂict in the
Syrian Arab Republic created new challenges and worsened the existing ones,
economic activity declined, labor markets
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deteriorated, and poverty increased. These trends would overwhelm even the
most advanced economies in the world.
The Fallout of War: The Regional Consequences of the Conﬂict in Syria identiﬁes
the impact of the Syrian conﬂict on economic and social outcomes in Iraq, Jordan,
and Lebanon. It combines a large number
of data sources, statistical approaches,
and a suite of economic models to isolate
the speciﬁc impact of the Syrian conﬂict
from that of global and regional factors,
and it explicitly analyzes the mechanisms
through which such an impact is manifested. The analysis suggests that a persistent
short-termism in policy making has so far
propagated the shock emanating from the
Syrian conﬂict, which led to costly and ineﬀective service provision, lost economic
opportunities, and underfunded programs.
The report advocates for a fundamental
shift from the short-term mitigation policies to a medium-term regional strategy to
address pertinent structural problems.
Moreover, as the countries in the Mashreq
look toward recovery, a policy approach
that takes into account the region’s interconnectedness and seeks to build on it provides better prospects for the people.
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Such a regional approach that addresses
cross-boundary issues—including migration, trade, and infrastructure—will require
local, regional, and international commitments.
The Syrian refugee crisis, which began in
2011, is one of the most pressing disasters
in the world today, with its eﬀects reverberating around the globe. By the end of
2015, more than 7.6 million of the country’s people had been internally displaced
and 4.3 million were registered refugees.
The number of internally displaced persons and refugees amounts to about half
of Syria’s precrisis population. Thousands
have died while trying to reach safety. Due
to the large humanitarian response, there
is now a wealth of available information on
refugees’ income and expenses, food and
nutrition, health, education, employment,
vulnerability, housing, and other measures
of well-being. These data have been little
explored, as humanitarian organizations
face daily challenges that make the full
use of existing data very diﬃcult. The Welfare of Syrian Refugees: Evidence from Jordan and Lebanon aims to assess the poverty and vulnerability of these refugees and
evaluate existing and alternative policies
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designed to help them. The authors ﬁnd
that current policies, including cash transfers and food vouchers, are eﬀective in reducing poverty, but fail to lead to— nor
are they designed to yield—economic inclusion and self-reliance. Those goals would
require a diﬀerent humanitarian and development paradigm, one that focuses on
growth policies for areas aﬀected by
refugees where the target population has
a mix of refugees and hosting populations.
This volume is the result of the ﬁrst comprehensive collaboration between the
World Bank Group and the United Nations
High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR)
and aims to better understand and ultimately improve the well-being of Syrian
refugees living in Jordan and Lebanon.
An argument against the myth of "American exceptionalism" Endless Holocausts:
Mass Death in the History of the United
States Empire helps us to come to terms
with what we have long suspected: the
rise of the U.S. Empire has relied upon an
almost unimaginable loss of life, from its inception during the European colonial period, to the present. And yet, in the face of a
series of endless holocausts at home and
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abroad, the doctrine of American exceptionalism has plagued the globe for over a
century. However much the ruling class insists on U.S. superiority, we ﬁnd ourselves
in the midst of a sea change. Perpetual
wars, deteriorating economic conditions,
the resurgence of white supremacy, and
the rise of the Far Right have led millions
of people to abandon their illusions about
this country. Never before have so many
people rejected or questioned traditional
platitudes about the United States. In Endless Holocausts author David Michael
Smith demolishes the myth of exceptionalism by demonstrating that manifold forms
of mass death, far from being unfortunate
exceptions to an otherwise benign historical record, have been indispensable in the
rise of the wealthiest and most powerful
imperium in the history of the world. At
the same time, Smith points to an extraordinary history of resistance by Indigenous
peoples, people of African descent, people
in other nations brutalized by U.S. imperialism, workers, and democratic-minded people around the world determined to ﬁght
for common dignity and the sake of the
greater good.
Patriots, Traitors and Empires is an ac-
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count of modern Korean history, written
from the point of view of those who fought
to free their country from the domination
of foreign empires. It traces the history of
Korea's struggle for freedom from opposition to Japanese colonialism starting in
1905 to North Korea's current eﬀorts to deter the threat of invasion by the United
States or anybody else by having nuclear
weapons. Koreans have been ﬁghting a civil war since 1932, when Kim Il Sung, founder of the Democratic People's Republic of
Korea, along with other Korean patriots,
launched a guerrilla war against Japanese
colonial domination. Other Koreans, traitors to the cause of Korea's freedom, including a future South Korean president,
joined the side of Japan's Empire, becoming oﬃcers in the Japanese army or enlisting in the hated colonial police force. From
early in the 20th century when Japan incorporated Korea into its burgeoning empire,
Koreans have struggled against foreign
domination, ﬁrst by Japan then by the United States. Patriots, Traitors and Empires,
The Story of Korea's Struggle for Freedom
is a much-needed antidote to the jingoist
clamor spewing from all quarters whenever Korea is discussed.
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Which complications can occur during and
after surgeries? What are the challenges
that a surgeon could face? The late war on
Syria erupted, and he ﬂed to Canada.
What happened in Aleppo and other cities
in Syria? It was a mini world war that never happened before.
This unforgettable novel puts human faces
on the Syrian war with the immigrant story
of a beekeeper, his wife, and the triumph
of spirit when the world becomes unrecognizable. “A beautifully crafted novel of international signiﬁcance that has the capacity to have us open our eyes and
see.”—Heather Morris, author of The Tattooist of Auschwitz WINNER OF THE ASPEN
WORDS LITERARY PRIZE • FINALIST FOR
THE DAYTON LITERARY PEACE PRIZE •
NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE
YEAR BY REAL SIMPLE Nuri is a beekeeper
and Afra, his wife, is an artist. Mornings,
Nuri rises early to hear the call to prayer
before driving to his hives in the countryside. On weekends, Afra sells her colorful
landscape paintings at the open-air market. They live a simple life, rich in family
and friends, in the hills of the beautiful
Syrian city of Aleppo—until the unthinkable happens. When all they love is de-
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stroyed by war, Nuri knows they have no
choice except to leave their home. But escaping Syria will be no easy task: Afra has
lost her sight, leaving Nuri to navigate her
grief as well as a perilous journey through
Turkey and Greece toward an uncertain future in Britain. Nuri is sustained only by
the knowledge that waiting for them is his
cousin Mustafa, who has started an apiary
in Yorkshire and is teaching fellow
refugees beekeeping. As Nuri and Afra
travel through a broken world, they must
confront not only the pain of their own unspeakable loss but dangers that would overwhelm even the bravest souls. Above all,
they must make the diﬃcult journey back
to each other, a path once so familiar yet
rendered foreign by the heartache of displacement. Moving, intimate, and beautifully written, The Beekeeper of Aleppo is a
book for our times: a novel that at once reminds us that the most peaceful and ordinary lives can be utterly upended in unimaginable ways and brings a journey in
faraway lands close to home, never to be
forgotten. Praise for The Beekeeper of
Aleppo “This book dips below the deafening headlines, and tells a true story with
subtlety and power.”—Esther Freud, au-
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thor of Mr. Mac and Me “This compelling
tale had me gripped with its compassion,
its sensual style, and its onward and lively
urge for resolution.”—Daljit Nagra, author
of British Museum “This novel speaks to so
much that is happening in the world today.
It’s intelligent, thoughtful, and relevant,
but very importantly it is accessible. I’m recommending this book to everyone I care
about.”—Benjamin Zephaniah, author of
Refugee Boy
In Red Line, Joby Warrick, the Pulitzer
Prize-winning author of Black Flags, shares
the thrilling unknown story of America's
mission in Syria: to ﬁnd and destroy Syria's chemical weapons and keep them out
of the hands of the Islamic State. In August 2012, Syrian president Bashar al-Assad was clinging to power in a vicious civil
war. When secret intelligence revealed
that the dictator might resort to using
chemical weapons, President Obama
warned that doing so would cross "a red
line." Assad did it anyway, bombing the Damascus suburb of Ghouta with sarin gas,
killing hundreds of civilians, and forcing
Obama to decide if he would mire America
in another unpopular war in the Middle
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East. When Russia oﬀered to broker the removal of Syria's chemical weapons, Obama leapt at the out. So began an electrifying race to ﬁnd, remove, and destroy
1,300 tons of chemical weapons in the
midst of a raging civil war. The extraordinary little-known eﬀort is a triumph for the
Americans, but soon Russia's long game
becomes clear: it will do anything to preserve Assad's rule. As America's ability to
control events in Syria shrinks, the White
House learns that ISIS, building its
caliphate in Syria's war-tossed territory, is
seeking chemical weapons for itself, with
an eye to attack the West. Drawing on astonishing original reporting, Warrick crafts
a character-driven narrative that reveals
how the United States embarked on a bold
adventure to prevent one catastrophe but
could not avoid a tragic chain of events
that led to another.
The Syrian war has been an example of
the abuse and insuﬃcient delivery of humanitarian assistance. According to international practice, humanitarian aid should
be channelled through a state government
that bears a particular responsibility for its
population. Yet in Syria, the bulk of relief
went through Damascus while the regime
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caused the vast majority of civilian deaths.
Should the UN have severed its cooperation with the government and neglected
its humanitarian duty to help all people in
need? Decision-makers face these tough
policy dilemmas, and often the “neutrality
trap” snaps shut. This book discusses the
political and moral considerations of how
to respond to a brutal and complex crisis
while adhering to international law and
practice. The author, a scholar and senior
diplomat involved in the UN peace talks in
Geneva, draws from ﬁrst-hand diplomatic,
practitioner and UN sources. He sheds
light on the UN's credibility crisis and the
wider implications for the development of
international humanitarian and human
rights law. This includes covering the key
questions asked by Western diplomats,
NGOs and international organizations,
such as: Why did the UN not confront the
Syrian government more boldly? Was it
not only legally correct but also morally
justiﬁable to deliver humanitarian aid to
regime areas where rockets were
launched and warplanes started? Why was
it so diﬃcult to render cross-border aid
possible where it was badly needed? The
meticulous account of current internation-
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al practice is both insightful and disturbing. It tackles the painful lessons learnt
and provides recommendations for future
challenges where politics fails and humanitarians ﬁll the moral void.
Putin intervened in Syria in September
2015, with international critics predicting
that Russia would overextend itself and
Barack Obama suggesting the country
would ﬁnd itself in a “quagmire” in Syria.
Contrary to this, Anna Borshchevskaya
argues that in fact Putin achieved signiﬁcant key domestic and foreign policy objectives without crippling costs, and is well-positioned to direct Syria's future and become a leading power in the Middle East.
This outcome has serious implications for
Western foreign policy interests both in
the Middle East and beyond. This book
places Russian intervention in Syria in this
broader context, exploring Putin's overall
approach to the Middle East – historically
Moscow has a special relationship with Damascus – and traces the political, diplomatic, military and domestic aspects of this intervention. Borshchevskaya delves into
the Russian military campaign, public
opinion within Russia, as well as Russian diplomatic tactics at the United Nations. Cru-
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cially, this book illustrates the impact of
Western absence in Syria, particularly US
absence, and what the role of the West is,
and could be, in the Middle East.
This book investigates rival narratives
about the conﬂict in Syria from 2011 onwards. It examines the starkly diﬀerent
narratives about the Syrian conﬂict told by
mainly Western mainstream and alternative media, and contrasts these narratives
with the equally polarized but more nuanced narratives of mainly western scholars and long-form journalists. Diﬀerences
of narrative concerning the conﬂict include: what is deemed relevant context in
trying to explain the war; whether the war
is best seen as a civil conﬂict or as a proxy
war fought among external powers; the degree of emphasis given to the alleged
crimes of the Syrian regime as opposed to
the alleged violence of Salaﬁst militia; the
accuracy of the "origin" story of the
conﬂict in Daraa; the extent to which the
initial protestors were secular campaigners calling for democracy or whether they
were Muslim extremists seeking a sectarian society governed by sharia law. Several case studies of propaganda institutions are examined here, including the jour-
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nalism of Marie Colvin; the role of government-funded NGOs; the controversies surrounding each of three major instances of
alleged regime use of chemical weapons,
and the politicization of the Organization
for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons
(OPCW). This book will be of much interest
to students of media and communication
studies, propaganda studies, Middle Eastern politics, and International Relations in
general.
One US military leader has called Israel
"the intelligence equivalent of ﬁve CIAs."
An Israeli cabinet minister likens his country to "the equivalent of a dozen US aircraft carriers," while the Jerusalem Post
deﬁnes Israel as the executive of a "superior Western military force that" protects
"America's interests in the region." Arab
leaders have called Israel "a club the United States uses against the Arabs," and "a
poisoned dagger implanted in the heart of
the Arab nation." Israel's ﬁrst leaders proclaimed their new state in 1948 under a
portrait of Theodore Herzl, who had
deﬁned the future Jewish state as "a
settler colony for European Jews in the Middle East under the military umbrella of one
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of the Great Powers." The ﬁrst Great Power to sponsor Herzl's dream was Great Britain in 1917 when foreign secretary Sir
Arthur Balfour promised British support for
a Jewish homeland in Palestine. In 1967 Israel launched a successful war against the
highly popular Arab nationalist movement
of Egyptian leader Gamal Abdel Nasser,
the most popular Arab leader since the
Prophet Mohammed. Nasser rallied the
world's oppressed to the project of throwing oﬀ the chains of colonialism and subordination to the West. He inspired leaders
such as Nelson Mandela, Fidel Castro, Hugo Chavez, and Muammar Gaddaﬁ. Viewing Israel as a potentially valuable asset in
suppressing liberation movements, Washington poured billions into Israel's economy and military. Since 1967, Israel has undertaken innumerable operations on Washington's behalf, against states that reject
US supremacy and economic domination.
The self-appointed Jewish state has become what Zionists from Herzl to an editor
of Haaretz, the liberal Israeli newspaper,
have deﬁned as a watch-dog capable of
suﬃciently punishing neighboring countries discourteous towards the West.
Stephen Gowans challenges the specious
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argument that Israel controls US foreign
policy, tracing the development of the self-declared Jewish state, from its conception
in the ideas of Theodore Herzl, to its birth
as a European colony, through its eﬀorts
to suppress regional liberation movements, to its emergence as an extension
of the Pentagon, integrated into the US empire as a pro-imperialist Sparta of the Middle East.
In Red Line, Joby Warrick, the Pulitzer
Prize–winning author of Black Flags, shares
the thrilling unknown story of America’s
mission in Syria: to ﬁnd and destroy Syria’s chemical weapons and keep them out
of the hands of the Islamic State. In August 2012, Syrian president Bashar al-Assad was clinging to power in a vicious civil
war. When secret intelligence revealed
that the dictator might resort to using
chemical weapons, President Obama
warned that doing so would cross “a red
line.” Assad did it anyway, bombing the Damascus suburb of Ghouta with sarin gas,
killing hundreds of civilians, and forcing
Obama to decide if he would mire America
in another unpopular war in the Middle
East. When Russia oﬀered to broker the removal of Syria’s chemical weapons, Oba-
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ma leapt at the out. So began an electrifying race to ﬁnd, remove, and destroy
1,300 tons of chemical weapons in the
midst of a raging civil war. The extraordinary little-known eﬀort is a triumph for the
Americans, but soon Russia’s long game
becomes clear: it will do anything to preserve Assad’s rule. As America’s ability to
control events in Syria shrinks, the White
House learns that ISIS, building its
caliphate in Syria’s war-tossed territory, is
seeking chemical weapons for itself, with
an eye to attack the West. Drawing on astonishing original reporting, Warrick crafts
a character-driven narrative that reveals
how the United States embarked on a bold
adventure to prevent one catastrophe but
could not avoid a tragic chain of events
that led to another.
"Rubin's key insight is that the dynamic isn't a simple two-way ﬁght - as it was with
democratic reformers in Communist countries whom the Arab liberals are often compared to - between hardliners and reformers. Instead, the interplay is among the
rulers, the religious radicals, and the reformers, who constantly pair oﬀ in diﬀerent ways in diﬀerent countries." "Yet the
questions remain: How receptive are Arab
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states to reform? What are the obstacles
that stand in the way of its establishment
there, and how can they be overcome?
Would any further actions taken by the
United States or Israel do more harm than
good?"--BOOK JACKET.
The massive dimensions of Syria's refugee
crisis—and the search for solutions The civil war in Syria has forced some 10 million
people—more than half the country's population—from their homes and communities, creating one of the largest human displacements since the end of World War II.
Daily headlines testify to their plight, both
within Syria and in the countries to which
they have ﬂed. The Consequences of
Chaos looks beyond the ever-increasing
numbers of Syria's uprooted to consider
the long-term economic, political, and social implications of this massive movement
of people. Neighboring countries hosting
thousands or even millions of refugees,
Western governments called upon to provide ﬁnancial assistance and even new
homes for the refugees, regional and international organizations struggling to cope
with the demands for food and shelter—all
have found the Syria crisis to be overwhelming in its challenges. And the chal-
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lenges of ﬁnding solutions for those displaced by the conﬂict are likely to continue for years, perhaps even for decades.
The Syrian displacement crisis raises fundamental questions about the relationship
between action to resolve conﬂicts and humanitarian aid to assist the victims and demonstrates the limits of humanitarian response, even on a massive scale, to resolve political crises. The increasingly protracted nature of the crisis also raises the
need for the international community to
think beyond just relief assistance and
adopt developmental policies to help
refugees become productive members of
their host communities.
World War in Syria answers questions that
will have continued relevance beyond the
country’s borders for years to come. "Impressive in its scholarship, pondered in its
judgements, above all searing in its dissection of Western powers' war on Syria
waged over many decades, the book is a
must-have on the bookshelves of any serious fair-minded student of Syria." --Peter
Ford, British Ambassador to Syria from
2003 to 2006 "The most detailed history of
the war in Syria so far, providing a rich-
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ness of highly interesting details, as well
as a critical analysis of its complex international and domestic dimensions, rarely encountered in other Western publications." -Nikolaos van Dam, former Special Envoy
for Syria, 2015-16. Ambassador of the
Netherlands to Iraq, Egypt, Turkey, Germany and Indonesia, Author of Destroying
a Nation. The civil war in Syria. "A. B.
Abrams explores the widening scope of
the Syrian conﬂict in his important book.
Solving Syria’s civil war will require a regional approach engaging stakeholders
whose interests are fundamentally opposed." --David L. Phillips, Director, Program on Peace-building and Rights, Columbia University Institute for the Study of Human Rights. "Abrams is a meticulous guide
to the labyrinth of Syria's modern political
history." --Richard W. Murphy. U.S. Ambassador to Syria, 1974 to 1978. Consul in
Aleppo, Syria, 1960 to 1963 "A. B. Abrams
has written an extremely informative and
illuminating account on the international dimension of the origins, outbreak and evolution of the Syrian conﬂict. His empirically
rich analysis in this nuanced and comprehensive study make it one of the best
books, if not the best book, written about
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the Syrian crisis. This book is a MUST read
for anyone who wants to understand the
Syrian conﬂict, the Middle East, and the
role of the great powers in the region." --Jubin Goodarzi, Professor and Deputy Head
of International Relations, Webster University, Geneva. Former consultant and political adviser on Middle Eastern aﬀairs for
the UNHCR. "An insightful and dispassionate record of the Syrian Maelstrom and
the West’s role as the Sorcerer’s Apprentice." --John Holmes, Major General and Director Special Forces (ret.), British Army.
Rejecting conventional explanations for
Syrian foreign policy, which emphasize the
personalities and attitudes of leaders, cultural factors peculiar to Arab societies, or
the machinations of the great powers,
Fred H. Lawson describes key shifts in Damascus's response to regional adversaries
in terms of changes in the intensity of political struggles at home. Periodic eruptions
of domestic conﬂict have inspired Syria's
ruling coalition to adopt a wide range of
programs designed to buy oﬀ domestic rivals and perpetuate the predominance of
individual coalition members. These programs have undermined the unity of the
Ba'thi regime, increasing the chances that
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opponents will overturn the established order. Challenges to the Ba'thi regime become most threatening whenever crises of
accumulation shake the domestic political
economy, Lawson contends. Opposition
forces gain strength when the state cannot
sustain new investment or when competition increases between public and private
enterprises. Political and economic trends
inside Syria have determined why Damascus has since 1963 alternately escalated
tensions with regional rivals and adopted
more accommodating postures. Lawson
traces this dynamic through ﬁve major episodes: the 1967 war with Israel; limited intervention in Jordan in 1970; the widening
conﬂict in Lebanon in 1976; the defusing
of conﬂict with Iraq in 1982; and the rapprochement with Turkey over Kurdish separatism in 1994. These patterns, Lawson
suggests, may be characteristic of nations
changing from one domestic economic system to a radically diﬀerent one, as Syria
has in the transition from state socialism
to a privatized political economy.
Summer 2021, the WHO announced that
pandemic would end "when the world
chooses to end it." Though all necessary
public health measures were available, it
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didn't end. Those measures, used in China,
New Zealand, Vietnam and a few others,
were ignored elsewhere. The virus ran riot
as half measures were used when hospitals were unable to handle strain. The
vaccine turned out to be more mirage
than oasis. Poor- and middle-income countries meanwhile experienced a global
vaccine apartheid, waiting for crumbs to
fall from the rich countries' table, as new,
possibly more virulent variants, threatened to emerge.Stephen Gowans investigates why, when all the tools to avert a catastrophe were available, the world failed
to prevent the Covid-19 disaster. Examining the business opportunities and pressures that helped shape the world's failed
response, he concludes that the novel coronavirus, a killer, had a helper in bringing
about the calamity: capitalism, the killer's
henchman. He shows how capitalism, its incentives, and its power to dominate the political process, impeded the protection of
public health.
Oﬀering an authoritative study of the plural religious landscape in modern Syria
and of the diverse Christian and Muslim
communities that have cohabited the country for centuries, this volume considers a
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wide range of cultural, religious and political issues that have impacted the interreligious dynamic, putting them in their local
and wider context. Combining ﬁeldwork undertaken within government-held areas
during the Syrian conﬂict with critical historical and Christian theological reﬂection,
this research makes a signiﬁcant contribution to understanding Syria’s diverse religious landscape and the multi-layered expressions of Christian-Muslim relations. It
discusses the concept of sectarianism and
how communal dynamics are crucial to understanding Syrian society. The complex
wider issues that underlie the relationship
are examined, including the roles of culture and religious leadership; and it questions whether the analytical concept of sectarianism is adequate to describe the complex communal frameworks in the Middle
Eastern context. Finally, the study examines the contributions of contemporary
Eastern Christian leaders to interreligious
discourse, concluding that the theology
and spirituality of Eastern Christianity, inhabiting the same cultural environment as
Islam, is uniquely placed to play a major
role in interreligious dialogue and in
peace-making. The book oﬀers an original
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contribution to knowledge and understanding of the changing Christian-Muslim dynamic in Syria and the region. It should be
a key resource to students, scholars and
readers interested in religion, current
aﬀairs and the Middle East.
This report studies the economic and social impact of the armed conﬂict in Syria.
Bringing together conﬂict-driven lossof
lives, forced displacement, physical damages in capital, and overall economic collapse, it takes stock of theconsequences
brought about by one of the most brutal
conﬂicts of our time.The analysis extends
our understanding of the Syrian conﬂict by
focusing on the distinct roles played by
physicaldestruction, casualties, and disruptions in economic organization in driving
the economic and social impact of theconﬂict. Although visual eﬀects, such as
physical destruction, are more often noticed, the "invisible" eﬀects, such asdisruptions in economic networks, increased rent
seeking, and the erosion of social trust,
play a greater role inexplaining the collapse in economic activity. The persistence
of economic eﬀects also diﬀers across various channels.The economic impact of
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conﬂict-related casualties is much more
persistent than that of other channels.As
this report was written, the Syrian conﬂict
was ongoing in its sixth year. The report
suggests that the longer theconﬂict lasts,
the slower and more diﬃcult the post-conﬂict recovery will be.
"When President Barack Obama demanded formally in the summer of 2011 that
Syrian President Bashar al-Assad step
down, it was not the ﬁrst time Washington
had sought regime change in Damascus.
The United States had waged a long war
against Syria from the very moment the
country's ﬁercely independent Arab nationalist movement came to power in 1963. Assad and his father Hafez al-Assad were
committed devotees to that movement.
Washington had waged long wars on the
leaders of the Arab nationalist movements. These included Egypt's Gamal Abdel Nasser, Iraq's Saddam Hussein, Libya's
Muammar Gaddaﬁ, and Syria's Assads. To
do so, the US often allyied with particularly
violent forms of political Islam to undermine its Arab nationalist foes. By 2011,
Syria was the only remaining pan-Arabist
state in the region. Stephen Gowans examines the decades-long struggle for con-
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trol of Syria and demolishes each and every argument Washington, its allies, and
the mainstream media have advanced to
justify the unjustiﬁable regime change in
Syria."--Back cover of book.
"Since 2011, Syria has been engulfed in a
protracted civil war that began as part of
the wave of Arab Spring protests against
Middle East tyrants. The Syria conﬂict has
seen the rise and fall of the ISIS terrorist organization, the largest refugee migration
since World War II, and the repeated use
of chemical weapons against a civilian population. The situation is complicated by
the fact that Russia, Syria's long-time ally,
has repeatedly used its veto in the U.N. Security Council to prevent the Council from
taking actions related to the crisis. With all
that, Syria has become a dynamic laboratory for the rapid creation of new international law"-From a Pulitzer Prize-nominated journalist
specializing in the Middle East, this groundbreaking account of the Syrian Civil War reveals the never-before-published true story of a 21st-century humanitarian disaster.
In spring 2011, Syrian President Bashar alAssad turned to his friend and army commander, Manaf Tlass, for advice about how
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to respond to Arab Spring-inspired
protests. Tlass pushed for conciliation but
Assad decided to crush the uprising -- an
act which would catapult the country into
an eight-year long war, killing almost half
a million and fueling terrorism and a global
refugee crisis. Assad or We Burn the Country examines Syria's tragedy through the
generational saga of the Assad and Tlass
families, once deeply intertwined and now
estranged in Bashar's bloody quest to preserve his father's inheritance. By drawing
on his own reporting experience in Damascus and exclusive interviews with Tlass,
Dagher takes readers within palace walls
to reveal the family behind the destruction
of a country and the chaos of an entire region. Dagher shows how one of the world's
most vicious police states came to be and
explains how a regional conﬂict extended
globally, engulﬁng the Middle East and pitting the United States and Russia against
one another. Timely, propulsive, and expertly reported, Assad or We Burn the
Country is the deﬁnitive account of this
global crisis, going far beyond the news
story that has dominated headlines for
years.
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This report examines Russia’s military and
diplomatic campaign in Syria, the largest
and most signiﬁcant Russian out-of-area
operation since the end of the Cold War.
Russia’s experience in Syria will shape its
military thinking, inﬂuence promotion and
personnel decisions, impact research and
development for its arms industry, and expand its inﬂuence in the Middle East and
beyond for the foreseeable future. Yet despite the importance of Russia’s involvement in Syria—especially as the United
States competes with countries such as
Russia and China—there has been little
systematic analysis of Russia’s campaign
in Syria. This research aims to help ﬁll the
gap and provides some new analysis and
data. It conducts a broad assessment of
the Russian campaign—including political
objectives, diplomatic initiatives, and
civilian targeting—which places the military campaign in a wider context. In addition, it compiles a data set of Russia’s
civilian targeting and analyzes satellite imagery of Russian activity. Overall, this report concludes that Russia was relatively
successful in achieving its main near-term
political and military objectives in Syria, including preventing the collapse of the As-
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sad regime (an important regional partner)
and thwarting a possible U.S. attempt to
overthrow Assad. Still, Russia used a systematic punishment campaign that involved
attacks against civilian and humanitarian
infrastructure in an attempt to deny resources—including food, fuel, and medical
aid—to the opposition while simultaneously eroding the will of civilians to support opposition groups.
An account of contemporary Syria, its extraordinary leader, and its current and future place in the Middle East.
Holland analyses foreign policy debates in
the Anglosphere (US, UK and Australia) during the Syrian Civil War.
Days of the Fall takes the reader into the
heart of the terrible wars in Syria and Iraq.
The book combines frontline reporting with
analysis of the deeper causes and eﬀects
of the conﬂict. Over ﬁve years, Jonathan
Spyer reported from the depths of the
wars, spending time in Aleppo, Baghdad,
Damascus, Mosul, Idlib, Hasaka and other
frontline areas. He witnessed some of the
most dramatic events of the conﬂict – the
rescue of the trapped Yezidis from the attempted ISIS genocide in 2014, the Assad
regime’s assault on Aleppo, the rise of in-
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dependent Kurdish power in north east
Syria, the emergence of the Shia militias in
Iraq as a key force. The book depicts these
events, and seeks to place them within a
broader framework. The author notes the
ethnic and sectarian faultlines in both
Syria and Iraq, and contends that both
countries have now eﬀectively separated
along these lines, leading to the emergence of de facto fragmentation and the
birth of a number of new entities. The
book also notes that this confused space
has now become an arena for proxy
conﬂict between regional and global powers. Containing interviews with key ﬁgures
from all sides of the conﬂict, such as the
Shia militias in Iraq, and even ISIS members, Days of the Fall serves as an invaluable and comprehensive guide to the complex dynamics and the tragic human impact of the wars.
"Based on ﬁrst-hand reporting from Syria
and Washington, journalist Reese Erlich unravels the complex dynamics underlying
the Syrian civil war. Through vivid, on-the-ground accounts and interviews with both
rebel leaders and Syrian President Bashar
al-Assad, Erlich gives the reader a better
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understanding of this momentous power
struggle and why it matters. Through his
many contacts inside Syria, the author reveals who is supporting Assad and why; he
describes the agendas of the rebel factions; and he depicts in stark terms the
dire plight of many ordinary Syrian people
caught in the cross-ﬁre. The book also provides insights into the role of the Kurds,
the continuing inﬂuence of Iran, and the
policies of American leaders who seem interested only in protecting US regional interests. Disturbing and enlightening at
once, this timely book shows you not only
what is happening inside Syria but why it
is so important for the Middle East, the US,
and the world."
Yassin al-Haj Saleh is a leftist dissident
who spent sixteen years as a political prisoner and now lives in exile. He describes
with precision and fervour the events that
led to Syria’s 2011 uprising, the metamorphosis of the popular revolution into a regional war, and the ‘three monsters’ Saleh
sees ‘treading on Syria’s corpse’: the Assad regime and its allies, ISIS and other jihadists, and Russia and the US. Where conventional wisdom has it that Assad’s army
is now battling religious fanatics for con-
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trol of the country, Saleh argues that the
emancipatory, democratic mass movement that ignited the revolution still exists, though it is beset on all sides. The Impossible Revolution is a powerful, compelling critique of Syria’s catastrophic war,
which has profoundly reshaped the lives of
millions of Syrians.
Provides a rare glimpse into the machinations of one of the world's most baﬄing political systems, examining what has gone
wrong and how Washington should deal
with this volatile Middle Eastern nation -Publisher.
Alia Malek weaves a lyrical narrative
around the history of her family's apartment building in the heart of Damascus,
the many lives that crossed in the stairwell, and how the fates of her neighbors
reﬂect the fate of her country. At the Arab
Spring's hopeful start, Alia Malek returned
to Damascus to reclaim her grandmother's
apartment, which had been lost to her family since Hafez al-Assad came to power in
1970. Its loss was central to her parent's
decision to make their lives in America. In
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chronicling the people who lived in the Tahaan building, past and present, Alia portrays the Syrians--the Muslims, Christians,
Jews, Armenians, and Kurds--who worked,
loved, and suﬀered in close quarters, mirroring the political shifts in their country.
Restoring her family's home as the country comes apart, she learns how to speak
the coded language of oppression that exists in a dictatorship, while privately confronting her own fears about Syria's future.
The Home That Was Our Country is a deeply researched, personal journey that
shines a delicate but piercing light on
Syrian history, society, and politics. Teeming with insights, the narrative weaves
acute political analysis with a century of intimate family history, delivering an unforgettable portrait of the Syria that is being
erased.
Edited volume
An unprecedented analysis of the crucial
but underexplored roles the United States
and other nations have played in shaping
Syria's ongoing civil war "One of the best
informed and non-partisan accounts of the
Syrian tragedy yet published."--Patrick
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Cockburn, Independent Syria's brutal,
long-lasting civil war is widely viewed as a
domestic contest that began in 2011 and
only later drew foreign nations into the
fray. But in this book Christopher Phillips
shows the crucial roles that were played
by the United States, Russia, Iran, Saudi
Arabia, Turkey, and Qatar in Syria's war
right from the start. Phillips untangles the
international inﬂuences on the tragic
conﬂict and illuminates the West's strategy against ISIS, the decline of U.S. power
in the region, and much more. Originally
published in 2016, the book has been updated with two new chapters.
With four million Syrian refugees as of
September 2015, there is urgent need to
develop both short-term and long-term approaches to providing education for the
children of this population. This report reviews Syrian refugee education for children in the three neighboring countries
with the largest population of refugees—Turkey, Lebanon, and Jordan—and analyzes four areas: access, management, society, and quality.
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